The Dispersion-Focalization Theory (DFT) attempts to predict vowel systems based on the minimization of an energy function summing two perceptual components : global dispersion , which is based on inter-vowel distances ; and local focalization , which is based on intra-vowel spectral salience related to the proximity of formants . The computation takes place in an auditory (formant-based) space , and is controlled by two parameters , , which sets the respective weight of F 1 and higher formants in auditory distances , and ␣ , which sets the respective weights of the dispersion and focalization components . In this study , we first sample the acoustic space with 33 ''prototypes'' associated with the major primary articulations for vowels . Then , for a given number of vowels , we define two dif ferent tools , ''phase spaces'' for dealing with optimal systems and ''stability'' for characterizing sub-optimal ones . The corresponding predictions are compared with the main trends of vowel systems analyzed in a companion paper (Schwartz , Boe ¨ , Valle ´ e & Abry , this issue) . We then derive a region in the ( , ␣ ) space for which theory predictions fit quite well with phonological inventories , with a special concern for two problems , namely peripheral vowels and front rounded vowels .
approach , which looks at the primary language-specific facts from an external point of view by considering non-linguistic constraints on possible speech sounds , has led to a number of successes . This framework not only provides insight into the patterning of speech sounds in human languages , but it also of fers a crucial anchor point for any global theory of speech communication . Indeed , if it is true that speaker-listener interactions shape phonological inventories , then in turn phonological inventories should provide information about the very mechanism of speakerlistener interactions . This is the framework adopted in the present paper , in which we present , discuss and test a theory of vowel systems , the Dispersion-Focalization Theory (DFT) .
. 2 . The basic categories of substance -based arguments
The 1972 papers by Stevens and by Liljencrants & Lindblom introduced the basic categories of arguments about the nature of listener-speaker interactions and their role in shaping phonological systems . Subsequent studies in this area were essentially more systematic investigations into these categories . Let us briefly review them .
. 2 . . Lindblom ' s Dispersion Theory ( DT )
The major criterion proposed by Lindblom under slightly dif ferent forms in a series of papers (beginning with Liljencrants & Lindblom's 1972 seminal proposal) is that speech sounds must be easy to distinguish in order to be used as a support for phonological contrasts ; this may be called the Dispersion Theory (DT) . Liljencrants & Lindblom proposed a criterion of maximal perceptual contrast for vowel systems . For each vowel system , an ''energy function'' was computed as the summation of the inverse of all inter-vowel distances . This function was minimized in order to find the best system-namely the system with the highest acoustic dispersion-for a fixed number of vowels . Lindblom later introduced two further refinements . First , perceptual contrast need not be maximal , but suf ficient (Lindblom & Maddieson , 1988 ; Lindblom , 1986 a , b ) . This revision recognizes that articulatory demand for economy of gestures could counterbalance the perceptual demand for contrast ; hence , the theory allows for the possibility of several dif ferent configurations for a given number of vowels . Second , the demand for contrast could be introduced in articulatory as well as perceptual space , recognizing that vowels may also evolve so as to '' feel '' suf ficiently dif ferent (Lindblom , forthcoming) .
Throughout the theoretical and technical evolution of these ideas (e . g ., the refinement of the concept of perceptual distance and the comparison of several auditory distances ; Lindblom , 1986 a ) , Lindblom has maintained a major credo according to which systems of sounds used for linguistic purposes are constrained by systemic and relational , rather than by local and absolute principles (Lindblom , 1986 b ; Lindblom & Engstrand , 1989) . Hence , it is because of a structural equilibrium between articulatory and perceptual demands that , for a given number of vowels , the corresponding sounds occupy definite-though possibly quite largeregions in the acoustic or articulatory space . It is as a result of this that phonetic alphabets are finite (Lindblom , 1990) .
. 2 . 2 . Ste ens ' Quantal Theory ( QT )
In his well-known Quantal Theory (QT) , Stevens (1972 Stevens ( , 1989 looks for regions in which '' articulatory -acoustic relations are quantal in the sense that the acoustic pattern shows a change from one state to another as the articulatory parameter is aried through a range of alues '' ; he seeks similar kinds of relations between acoustic and auditory parameters with the belief that this quantal relationship '' is a principal factor shaping the in entory of acoustic and articulatory attributes that are used to signal distinctions in language '' . Most of Stevens' proposals for such quantal relationships concern the articulatory-to-acoustic transform . However , in the case of the acoustic-to-auditory transform , Abry , Boe ¨ & Schwartz (1989) pointed out that there was a risk of circularity . Specifically , certain non-linearities in the acoustic-toauditory transformation could be interpreted as a consequence of the role of linguistic representations in the perceptual task involved in estimating a given auditory parameter , instead of an extralinguistic factor acting as a condition of existence for a linguistic contrast . This concerns particularly the categorical perception paradigm (e . g ., Massaro & Cohen , 1983) , cited by Stevens (1972) as the prototypical case of an acoustic-to-auditory quantal relationship . Stevens' later (1989) proposals are less amenable to such criticisms , because they are based on general and low-level properties of the auditory system (see also Ehret , 1992) .
Though not explicitly introduced by Stevens , quantal relationships could also be posited in the relationship between neurological commands and articulatory gestures . This is the case of muscular constraints likely to increase the stability of peripheral vowels by a saturation mechanism (Perrier , 1990) . In this condition , the command-to-gesture relationship is stable (whatever the command above a given threshold , the articulatory configuration remains the same) , resulting in easier physical control for the production of the corresponding vowel . This is the case for the control of the vocal tract constriction in / i / due to genioglossus action (Kakita & Fujimura , 1977) , or in / a / due to saturation of the stif fness-length hyoglossus characteristics (Perkell & Cohen , 1989) . It enables good control of the lip area in / y / or / u / due to saturation of the closure-protrusion action on lip rounding (Stevens , 1989) . At even higher levels , the simultaneous gradient and qualitative structure of dynamical systems discussed by Browman & Goldstein (1990 a ) is an important case of quantal behavior , and has crucial implications for the physical s . cognitive dichotomy .
However , regarding place of articulation , the arguments provided by the QT are more controversial . If one looks closely at the criticisms of QT found in the 1989 Journal of Phonetics Special Issue on the quantal nature of speech , one will notice that most arguments are focused on this topic , and one must acknowledge that the QT does not provide a convincing framework for understanding vowel system inventories (see e . g ., Abry et al . , 1989 ; Diehl , 1989 ; Fant , 1989 ; Ladefoged & Lindau , 1989 ; Perkell & Cohen , 1989 ; Studdert-Kennedy , 1989 , ten Bosch & Pols , 1989) .
For the DT , the main dif ficulty is to define the global perceptual / articulatory cost of a given phonological system . This has been attempted for the most ''simple'' sounds , namely vowels , with great success : the first simulation by Liljencrants & Lindblom (1972) , and the further developments by Crothers (1978) , Lindblom (1986 a ) and Disner (1984) showed that most of the main trends of vowel systems are well captured by the theory . The prediction of place of articulation for consonants also seems possible , to a certain extent (see Lindblom , MacNeilage & StuddertKennedy , 1984 ; Berrah , Boe ¨ & Schwartz , 1995) . However , a complete description of phonological systems by the DT still seems quite far away , and nothing has yet been proposed about manner of articulation in this framework .
1 . 4 . The Dispersion -Focalization Theory ( DFT ) of owel systems
Extrinsic s . intrinsic stability
Though Stevens' constraints are obviously local , with a '' tendency toward particular regions within ( the acoustic ) space '' (Stevens , 1989 , p . 42) , as opposed to Lindblom's relational constraints , the QT focuses on the relationship between two spaces , namely an input and an output space , with the emergence of a strong nonlinearity in the passage from input-to-output leading to a structure in both spaces , with the non -linearity acting as a boundary (see Petitot-Cocorda , 1985 , for a discussion of this theory in the light of catastrophe theory , and of the global structure that can be provided by local arguments in that framework) . We Abry & Schwartz , 1987) introduced the distinction between the extrinsic stability used by Stevens in his quantal theory , and the intrinsic stability associated with a given articulatory , acoustic , or auditory pattern , within its own space , and independently of any external control of that space . In this vein , articulatory cost has already been introduced in a number of studies (see e . g ., Lindblom et al . , 1984 ; ten Bosch , 1991 ; Carre ´ & Mrayati , 1995 ; Berrah et al . , 1995) . A key feature of the DFT is the introduction of a criterion of intrinsic (e . g ., non-relational) stability in the perceptual domain . This will be defined in the next sections .
. 4 . 2 . Vowel focal points and spectral large -scale integration
It is well-known that in four-tube or coupled-resonator models , af filiation exchanges-namely configurations in which there is a shift in the relation between a formant and the vocal tract cavity mainly responsible for this formant-lead to formant convergence in vowel spectra . These articulatory-acoustic patterns are crucial in Stevens' formulation of the QT (Stevens , 1972 ; and are supposed to provide a guide for phonetic classification (see Fant , 1983 ; Stevens , 1985) . However , these convergence regions , which we called focal points (Boe ¨ & Abry , 1986) , are not intrinsically stable . Indeed , we found (Badin , Perrier , Boe ¨ & Abry , 1991 ) that though they correspond to a local extremum of the formant values in the nomograms , small variations of the place of articulation around these regions could produce very large variations of the formant frequencies around the extremum , as in the case of front unrounded / i / (F 3 -F 4 convergence) or rounded / y / (F 2 -F 3 convergence) . Hence , these front vowels must be stabilized by a perceptual mechanism able to ''freeze'' variations around the convergence zone , while preserving a contrast between the two focal points corresponding to the F 3 -F 4 convergence for / i / and to the F 2 -F 3 convergence for / y / . This is exactly what is provided by the so-called ''large-scale integration'' process (Schwartz & Escudier , 1987 linked to the center of gravity ef fect and the 3 . 5 Bark critical distance described by Chistovich and colleagues at the end of the 1970s Chistovich , Sheikin & Lublinskaya , 1979) . We showed (Escudier , Schwartz & Boulogne , 1985) that this ''large-scale integration'' mechanism could provide the basis for computing the ''ef fective second formant'' F Ј 2 introduced by
Carlson , Granstro ¨ m & Fant (1970) , that it was able to subsume formant variations around / i / and / y / into a quantal pattern with a stable F Ј 2 around 3000 Hz for / i / and a stable F Ј 2 around 2000 Hz for / y / (Abry et al . , 1989) , that the quantal F Ј 2 pattern was really the result of a perceptual pre -phonetic process and not the consequence of a phonetic contrast (Schwartz & Escudier , 1987) , and this pattern was able to group linguistic variations into a common framework (Schwartz , Beautemps , Abry & Escudier , 1993) . Moreover , a discrimination experiment involving stimuli with various F 2 -F 3 -F 4 patterns in the / e / region for French subjects (with F 1 fixed at 450 Hz) demonstrated that patterns with the greatest formant convergence (namely with F 3 close to either F 2 or F 4 ) were more stable in short-term memory (lower index of false alarms) , while patterns with less convergence , namely with F 3 at an equal distance from both F 2 and F 4 , were more dif ficult to memorize .
. 4 . 3 . Focalization as a perceptual goal
Our earlier experiments , and more precicely , the perceptual demonstration that formant convergence in the F 2 -F 3 -F 4 pattern produced more stable patterns in discrimination experiments , led us to propose that formant convergence could result in an increased ''perceptual value'' for a given spectral configuration because of acoustic ''salience'' . This ''focal'' quality can be related to ''focal colors '' (Brown & Lenneberg , 1954) , for which there seems to be general (cross-linguistic) perceptual agreement (Rosh-Heider , 1972) . Hence , Lieberman (1971 , pp . 57 -58) patterns'' in the framework of the Gestalt theory , good patterns being associated with formant convergence , and bad patterns with dispersion of energy within the spectrum (Abry & Schwartz , 1987 ; . The DT is relatively successful at giving a global portrait of vowel systems that is more or less compatible with experimental data (Lindblom , 1986 a ) . However , a number of problems remain .
The case of schwa -A first dif ficulty in the DT simulations is the impossibility of predicting systems with schwa as the unique non-peripheral vowel , though they are the most frequent systems with 6 and even 8 or 10 vowels (see Schwartz et al . , this issue , Table I ) . However , we have observed (Schwartz et al . , this issue ) that schwa is a ''transparent'' vowel in a sound system , in the sense that it does not interfere with the position of other vowels in the inventory . Our suggestion is that a system with schwa evolves from the corresponding system without schwa because of a kind of ''relaxation'' procedure (basically , vowel reduction) . This leads us to the conclusion that schwa should be discarded for studying the predictions of an acoustic-perceptual theory of vowel systems . Therefore , we shall not consider systems with schwa in the remainder of this study . (Lindblom , 1986 a ) . However , the results were not really conclusive . Another suggestion is that the close-open dimension could be better represented in proprioception than could the front-back parameter (Lindblom & Lubker , 1985) . Good results can then be obtained by combining perceptual and articulatory contrast , and by assuming that vowels tend to evolve so as to render both sound and feel suf ficiently dif ferent (Lindblom , forthcoming) .
The case of front rounded owels -The analysis of UPSID revealed that front rounded vowels are preferred over back unrounded ones within non-peripheral configurations . For high vowels , after the much preferred / i ! u / series , the best candidate is the / i y u / series , which is slightly more frequent than the / i M u / series though it does not fit well with a criterion of acoustic dispersion .
The case of symmetry -We showed that symmetry , defined as equal numbers of front and back peripheral vowels , and the tendency to have an even number of interior vowels for an odd number of vowels in the overall system and vice-versa , are strong trends in UPSID . This characteristic is not guaranteed in DT simulations , and indeed the results provided by Lindblom (1986 a ) show that it does not always emerge from the intrinsic principles of the theory .
. 5 . 3 . A plan
Our objective in the remainder of this paper is to estimate to what extent the predictions of the DFT are compatible with vowel inventories , and particularly how to deal with the problems we have just described . Of course , we do not claim that vowel systems of the world's languages are shaped only by perceptual dispersion and focalization . Other factors such as speech production constraints , interferences with other phonological units or superstructures including the syllable , diachronic evolutions , and social influences , obviously play a part in the shaping of vowel inventories . But it is an assumption of the present work that perceptual dispersion and focalization play a major role in this process , and the challenge will be to show that at least the most frequent owel systems in phonological inventories are predicted by the theory .
We describe the implementation of the DFT (Section 2) , then we confront the predictions of the theory with the main trends of UPSID . Toward this aim , we define a ''phase space'' in which the two key parameters that control the quantitative DFT simulations may be roughly estimated in terms of prediction of optimal systems , namely the most frequent one for each value of the number n of vowels in the system (Section 3) . These results will be discussed in Section 4 , and extended with a study of sub -optimal systems , using another methodology , namely the study of vowel system stability . This supports the crucial role of the focalization component , and provides a final estimate of the correct range of our two control parameters for a good fit of phonological inventories .
. Implementing the DFT
The DFT assumes that for a given number n of vowels , the preferred system (i . e ., the most frequent in phonological inventories) is obtained by minimizing an energy function summing two components , a global Dispersion term and a local Focalization term , both applied to acoustic parameters characterizing each vowel . Let us describe our choice for acoustic parameters , energy function , and optimal system selection .
. 1 . Acoustic parameters and spectral distances
The nature of vowel-internal representations and auditory spectral distances is still an enigma , in spite of a large number of relevant studies in the last 30 years .
Arguments in favor of distances computed on the whole spectrum cite the dif ficulties associated with formant detection (Bladon , 1982) , and the good fit with various types of perceptual data (Pols , van der Kamp & Plomp , 1969 ; Plomp , 1970 Plomp , , 1975 Pols , 1975 ; Bladon & Lindblom , 1981) , though the exact format of the intensity and frequency scales remains unsatisfactory (see e . g ., Blomberg , Carlson , Elenius & Granstro ¨ m , 1982) . However , several perceptual experiments point out the specific role of formants or spectral peaks in the determination of vowel quality (see e . g ., Karnickaja , Muchnikov , Slepokurova & Zhukov , 1975 ; Carlson , Granstro ¨ m & Klatt , 1979 ; Klatt , 1982 a , b ; Chernova , 1983 ; Chistovich , 1985) .
Lindblom's choice of a global spectral distance in DT predictions aimed at reinforcing the role of F 1 in spectral representations , because of its greater intensity (Lindblom , 1986 a ) . This choice is arguable , since it neglects the data indicating that spectral reinforcement of formants does occur in the auditory representation of vowels . Moreover , the choice led to somewhat erratic behavior due to the unpredictable role of spectral details in such distances ; indeed , the number of high vowels in the ''L(oudness density)-prediction'' did decrease , but the resulting predictions were quite dif ferent from the optimal systems in UPSID with 3 to 7 vowels , namely : / i a o / , / ! e a o / , / i e a o u / , / ! I E a o v / and / i e a C o v M / . Therefore our strategy was dif ferent . Given that formant-based distances are both more compatible with perceptual data and easier to predict and understand , and taking into account the present lack of knowledge on auditory distances , we decided to introduce a specific parameter directly controlling the respective weight of F 1 and higher formants in the distance computation , to deduce what the value of this parameter should be in order to fit DFT predictions with phonological inventories , and then to examine a posteriori the fitted value in relation to psychoacoustic data . This data-driven approach , necessary in the absence of definite conclusions on the exact nature of auditory distances , could in turn shed some light on this unsolved question .
Vowels are described in our work by four formants (F 1 , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 ) , with F 4 fixed at 3560 Hz , and all values expressed in Bark , as computed by the formula proposed by Schroeder , Atal & Hall (1979) :
Then we compute the ''perceptual second formant'' F Ј 2 , which is known to represent a reasonable equivalent of F 2 and higher formants in the determination of vowel quality (Carlson , Granstro ¨ m & Fant , 1970 ; Carlson , Fant & Granstro ¨ m , 1975) . F Ј 2 is computed from F 2 , F 3 , and F 4 using a model (Mantakas , Schwartz & Escudier , 1986) based on the concepts of center of gravity and the 3 . 5-Bark critical distance d c introduced by Chistovich and colleagues ; Chistovich , Sheikin & Lublinskaya 1979) . The model performs a non-linear computation in which F Ј 2 is set at F 2 , the center of gravity of F 2 and F 3 , or the center of gravity of F 3 , and F 4 , depending on the pattern of distances between F 2 , F 3 , and F 4 . The algorithm is precisely described in Fig . 1 . Though the F Ј 2 computation explicitly uses only formant frequencies , it does involve some implicit knowledge of the relation between the amplitudes of F 2 , F 3 , and F 4 , especially in the switch from case 1 to case 2 in Fig . 1 , and it has been shown to give quite good results in the prediction of F Ј 2 values when compared with experimental data (Mantakas , 1989) . (F 1 , F 2 Ј ) weighted Euclidian distance , namely :
where could be chosen at any value lower than 1 , assuming that higher-frequency formants are weighted by this factor and hence play a lesser part in vowel phonetic quality than do lower-frequency ones .
. . Energy function
The paradigm that consists of defining an energy function associated with a given system , and searching the system or the set of systems that minimize this function , is inspired from physics (it is also the basic paradigm in the expanding field of neural networks and connectionism) . The energy function is related to the system properties that must be optimized through the minimization process . Energy depends on a set of parameters controlling the system , and it may be minimized thanks to a gradient descent procedure , the opposite of the energy gradient being defined as the ''force'' applied to the system . Stable positions are reached for local minima of the energy function , and the optimal system is characterized by the global minimum .
In the DFT , the energy function of a given system with n vowels V
is given by :
with E D a dispersion term and E F a focalization term .
. . 1 . Dispersion term
This term is defined , as in the DT , by :
with d i j the perceptual distance between vowels V i and V j , computed according to Equation 1 . The use of an inverse-square relationship between energy and inter-vowel perceptual distances is arbitrary , but it can be defined-as it was in the seminal proposal by Liljencrants & Lindblom (1972) -by an analogy with a number of laws in physics , such as gravitation or electrical interactions .
. . . Focalization term
The DFT departs from the DT by the introduction of a second energy term , called focalization , diminishing the energy of configurations with vowels with close F 1 and F 2 , F 2 and F 3 , or F 3 and F 4 , and hence making such configurations more stable . This term is defined by :
and ␣ a second free parameter . We kept the inverse-square relationship between energy and formant distances in the focalization component , to be consistent with the choice we made in the dispersion component . We also tested other variants , one of them being the application of dif ferent weights for E 1 2 , E 2 3 , and E 3 4 in Equation 4 . It is possible that focalization could depend on the amplitude of the formants in the acoustic spectrum . Hence , one could imagine that , since low-frequency formants are more intense , E 1 2 should receive a larger weight than E 2 3 or E 3 4 . However , preliminary experiments showed that this did not have much ef fect on the results , and we decided to keep Equation (4) as it is in order to keep the number of parameters as low as possible .
We thus obtain an energy function depending on the parameter , which sets the weighting between F 1 and F Ј
. 3 . 1 . Prototypes
The choice of prototypes is of course crucial . Selecting too many means dramatically increasing computation times ; selecting too few means insuf ficient quantification of the vowel space , hence inaccurate simulations . We decided to use 33 prototypes , a number close to the 37 vowel symbols describing all variations in vowel timbre and used for the description of the UPSID database . This small number requires that the exact positions of prototypes are carefully chosen . We attempted to choose positions as ''regular'' as possible , in terms of distances in the (F 1 , F Ј 2 ) space . This resulted in the set described in Table I , with the corresponding positions of prototypes in the T ABLE I . Vowel acoustic prototypes . Formants F 1 , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 in Hz and in Bark , second perceptual formant F Ј 2 in Bark , and individual focalization costs E F for ␣ ϭ 1
Formant frequencies in Hz
Formant frequencies in Bark 277  277  277  277  277  277  344  344  344  344  344  414  414  414  414  414  487  487  487  487  487  565  565  565  565  565  648  648  648  735  735  735  800   2208  1937  1520  1218  845  553  2170  1770  1507  1228  635  2065  1608  1516  1238  721  1928  1492  1248  1015  815  1819  1520  1462  1258  915  1712  1405  1023  1498  1278  1141  1228   3079  2232  2310  2500  2460  2420  2660  2230  2390  2500  2413  2570  2250  2500  2500  2406  2580  2505  2500  2450  2393  2528  2500  2500  2500  2373  2490  2500  2500  2537  2500  2280  2500   3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560  3560 (F 1 , F Ј 2 ) space displayed in Fig . 2 vowels is relatively large , and it has been suggested that the area between both series could be left empty in oral vowel systems , in order to be exploited for other purposes (Maeda , 1984 ; Abry & Schwartz , 1987) . Indeed , this area covers a region around F 1 ϭ 250 Hz , F 2 ϭ 1000 Hz which has been claimed to be less crowded than others in the articulatory-to-acoustic transform for oral configurations (Maeda , 1984) , and which is defined by Feng & Castelli (1996) as a possible dynamic nasopharyngeal target for nasal vowels .
The position of prototypes in the (F 1 , F 2 ) and (F 2 , F 3 ) planes is displayed in Fig . 3 in Hz . The overall range of values for F 1 , F 2 , and F 3 (F 4 being fixed at 3560 Hz) is acceptable with respect to phonetic knowledge , though the precise positions were carefully controlled in order to sample the acoustic space as evenly as possible .
. 3 . . Phase spaces
The procedure for finding the optimal system for a given value of n is based on what we call the ''phase space'' in reference to a classical procedure in chemistry . It consists of searching for the system , made of n vowels selected among the N prototypes , which minimizes the total energy E D F . Hence the problem becomes tractable : choose one from a finite number (in theory , C n N ) of systems , using an associated variable E D F . For each value of n , the ''phase space'' is defined as a partition of the ( , ␣ ) space in regions in which a given system of n vowels chosen among our 33 prototypes ''wins'' , in the sense that it has the minimal E D F value relative to all its concurrents .
. 3 . 3 . Stability
The phase-space methodology is centered on the prediction of optimal systems , namely the ''winning'' configuration for a given number of vowels in the set of phonological inventories . However , we are also interested in predicting a number of ''sub-optimal'' configurations , which are not the best ones in phonological inventories but are , however , frequent . Toward this goal , we shall deal with the ''stability'' of a given system . The principle is to set a given structure of n prototypes , corresponding to the studied system , and to see how this structure evolves under the E D F gradient . The gradient ''forces'' may produce slight displacements which do not significantly alter the individual vowel positions : this means that the system is stable . If , on the contrary , the forces drive at least one vowel to move close to a position associated to a dif ferent prototype , then the system is unstable .
In the next section , we systematically investigate phase spaces , in order to define a first gross estimate of the ( , ␣ ) region in regard to optimal systems . The discussion in Section 4 involves a study of the stability of selected sub-optimal systems .
. DFT experiments on optimal systems

. 1 . Experimental phase spaces
Experimentation with the phase-space tool defined in Section 2 is straightforward and can be summarized by the following procedure :
1 . For a given number of vowels , n , define a number of possible systems Si that are candidates for the optimal Dispersion-Focalization structure . 2 . For a number of values of and ␣ and for each of these systems Si , compute the energy E D F (Si , , ␣ ) . 3 . For each value of the pair ( , ␣ ) , select the system Si with the lowest energy .
The important point to notice is that in the total energy E D F (Si , , ␣ ) , the first term E D depends only on , while the second term E F depends only on ␣ , hence we can write :
Moreover , the dependence of E F on ␣ is linear , according to Equation (4) . Hence E D F (Si , , ␣ ) can be written :
where E F (Si) is the focalization term for system Si and the value ␣ ϭ 1 (listed in Table I for individual vowels) . Once E D (Si , ) and E F (Si) have been computed for each system Si and each value of , one can directly determine for a given pair of systems (Si , Sj) what is the value of ␣ , if it exists , for which the best system will switch from one structure to the other . This methodology allowed us to determine systematically the ''phase spaces'' for all values of n between 3 and 9 . We shall concentrate the discussion on values of n from 3 to 7 , which provide the most significant trends in the UPSID database (for n ϭ 8 or 9 , the number of possible candidate systems is too great relative to the total number of systems) . The results are given in Figs . 4 to 8 , which display , for n ϭ 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , and 7 , respectively , the best system for a given value of the pair ( , ␣ ) in the square region 
. 1 . . Role of n
Increasing n increases the crowdedness of sounds on the boundaries of the acoustic space for peripheral systems , hence it decreases the limit necessary for making these systems optimal . Conversely , large n values favor systems with one or even two non-peripheral high vowels (for n ϭ 6 or 7) . 
. 2 . A first estimate of the alidity domain for and ␣
We display in Fig . 9 a global view of the basic configurations of vowel systems in UPSID . It presents , from top to bottom , systems with a number of vowels n from 3 to 9 , which are the most frequent in primary systems of the languages of the world , and for each value of n the most frequent configurations in UPSID , in a decreasing order of frequency from left to right . We focus on the values of n from 3 to 7 , and compare the trends of the UPSID inventories with the phase spaces presented in the previous section . This will enable us to specify a possible range of acceptable values for the two parameters of the DFT , and ␣ , for which the best systems in the phase spaces should correspond to the most frequent systems in the database . Let us consider the constraints provided by the UPSID inventories for each value of n .
3 . 2 . 1 . 3-owel systems ( Fig . 4) The dominant 3-vowel structure in UPSID corresponds to the / i a u / pattern in Fig . 4 . Notice the absence in Fig . 9 of the / i a D o D / structure , which sets a first constraint on , namely Ͼ 0 . 18 . ( Fig . 5) The dominant 4-vowel structure in UPSID corresponds to the / i D e D a u / pattern is Fig . 5 . Of the two non-dominant 4-vowel patterns which appear in Fig . 9 , only the / i a u ! / pattern is present in Fig . 5 , while the / i a D o D u / pattern never wins in the corresponding phase space . Finally , the / i E o a / structure , which may win in Fig . 5 for very low values , is not present in Fig . 9 .
. 2 . 2 . 4-owel systems
3 . 2 . 3 . 5-owel systems ( Fig . 6) The peripheral pattern is the clear winner in UPSID , and its structure is mainly ''strictly symmetrical'' (see Schwartz et al . , this issue) . Hence the winning pattern in
3 . 2 . 4 . 6-owel systems ( Fig . 7) The leading 6-vowel structure in UPSID consists of a peripheral 5-vowel system plus schwa . However , we suggested in Section 1 . 5 . 2 that this system was a direct product Fig . 7 . In second position in Fig . 9 , the situation is quite balanced , and the ( , ␣ ) value should be close to the boundary in Fig . 7 between the first two candidates in UPSID , namely the
3 . 2 . 5 . 7-owel systems ( Fig . 8) As in the 5-vowel system , the situation in this case is clear : the winner is the symmetrical peripheral system , which corresponds in Fig . 8 to the / i e E a C o u / pattern .
. 2 . 6 . Global alidity domain
Taken together , what is the result of these constraints? First , Figs should be winning in both cases , appear more or less compatible with this fine tuning , but also dif ficult to respect simultaneously ; we come back to this point in Section 4 . 3 .
. Discussion
We have at our disposal a theory , a quantitative implementation , a set of predictions summarized in the so-called ''phase spaces'' framework , and a first global fit of the inventory data from UPSID thanks to an adequate choice of our two free parameters ( , ␣ ) in a given region of the phase space . We now return to the main problems in substance-based simulations that we raised in Section 1 . 5 First of all , it is important to recall that the exact value of depends on the pattern of the available formant space . Indeed , if one looks at the simulations by Liljencrants & Lindblom (1972) , one finds for n from 3 to 7 the following winning Hence one must apply to F Ј 2 a weighting factor well under 1 to understand the structure of vowel systems . This factor , around 1 / 4 in our estimations , and probably closer to 1 / 2 in the maximal space defined by Liljencrants & Lindblom , is not incompatible with psychoacoustical data . Indeed , Lindblom (1986 a ) has shown that if one replaces a formant-based distance by an auditory spectral distance , this results in decreasing the ratio between the / i -u / and the / i -a / distance by a factor around 2 , which means applying a horizontal shrinking factor of 0 . 5 . Furthermore , various types of perceptual data do suggest that lower-frequency formants are better perceived than higher-frequency formants . In this vein , some of the identification results obtained by Delattre , Liberman , Cooper & Gertsman (1952) with variations of formant intensities in synthetic two-formant vowels seem to show that the first formant plays a more prominent role than the second one . The authors first assumed ''that the ear ef fectively averages two vowel formants which are close together , receiving from these two formants an impression which is highly similar to that which would be heard from one formant placed at a position somewhere intermediate between them'' (p . 203) , and then noticed that ''in the case of the vowels / o / and / u / , the correct average is at a value very close to the first formant'' (p . 205) . (Notice however that data obtained by and are somewhat contradictory in this respect) . Also relevant in this discussion are data that we obtained about F Ј 2 dependency on F 3 in the / i / -/ y / and / e / -/ O / regions (Schwartz & Escudier , 1987) . These data show that for front vowels , when F 3 is close to F 2 , F Ј 2 is determined by some average of F 2 and F 3 that depends twice as much on F 2 as on F 3 . When F 3 is close to F 4 , F Ј 2 is determined by some average of F 3 and F 4 that depends twice as much on F 3 as on F 4 .
These perceptual data might be related to psychoacoustic data about auditory representations of vowels or complex sounds obtained by masking techniques , in which the representation of the first formant is shown to be systematically enhanced relative to the representation of higher formants , because of remote suppression of higher-frequency by low-frequency components (see e . g ., Stelmachowicz , Small & Abbas , 1982 ; Tyler & Lindblom , 1982) . This asymmetrical pattern of masking is partly linked to the asymmetrical pattern of two-tone suppression in the auditory nerve : the response of a primary auditory neuron to a frequency tone at its characteristic frequency (the ''test tone'') may be suppressed by a tone at another frequency (the ''suppressor'') , and the ''suppression area'' (i . e ., the range of frequencies and intensities of the suppressor tone) extends over a large zone at the low-frequency side of the test tone (see Abbas & Sachs , 1976 ; Sachs & Young , 1979) . Finally , it is well known that the ''vertical'' height contrast for vowels is much more resistant to white noise than the ''horizontal'' rounding and front-back contrasts (see recent data reported by Robert-Ribes , Schwartz & Escudier , 1995 b ) .
1 We thank the editor P . S . Beddor for having suggested the use of the erb scale in the reasoning on the F Ј 2 weight .
In general terms , all of these factors provide some support for the introduction of a factor lower than 1 in Equation (3) (see a similar proposal by Bernstein , 1981) .
Other non-perceptual arguments have been introduced to explain the major role of the height dimension in the patterning of vowel systems . Articulatory constraints have been introduced by Lindblom , who proposed that the close-open dimension could be better represented in proprioception than could the front-back parameter (Lindblom & Lubker , 1985) , and who obtained good results by combining perceptual and articulatory contrast and by assuming that vowels tend to evolve so as to both sound and feel suf ficiently dif ferent (Lindblom , forthcoming) . The previous analysis suggests that a purely psychoacoustical basis cannot be rejected . However , in any case , we must admit that not enough is known about auditory representations and auditory distances , in spite of a great deal of ef fort in the last 20 years , to be able to justify the F Ј 2 weighting factor of 0 . 25 -0 . 5 which appears necessary to explain the patterning of vowels in the languages of the world .
. 2 . The stability of front rounded owels : the role of focalization
Our simulations in Section 3 allowed us to determine a higher boundary of ␣ , basically assuring that high central / ! / (or its acoustically close ''variant'' / M / ) is preferred over high front rounded / y / in the predictions as it is in the UPSID inventories . At this stage of the reasoning , the lower boundary of ␣ was set at 0 , which does not demonstrate any need for the focalization component in the DFT approach . This is due to the fact that the phase space methodology only deals with optimal systems , while front rounded vowels are not included in the winning systems in Fig . 9 . However , the UPSID analysis showed the importance of front rounded vowels within interior (i . e ., non-peripheral) sounds (see Section 1 . 5 . 2 . ) . Hence , we must employ another tool , able to deal with suboptimal systems . In such cases , one typically looks for local minima of the energy landscape : the methodology for studying systems with a front rounded vowel consists in determining the ␣ values that are adequate for ensuring their stability (Section 2 . 3 . 3 . ) .
Let us first focus on the stability of / y / , which is the most frequent of front rounded vowels . If one looks at the possible series of high vowels in the UPSID inventories (see Schwartz et al . , this issue) , one finds the following series (from most to least frequent) : / i ! u / (38 occurrences in the database) , / i y u / (14 occurrences) , / i M u / (10 occurrences) , / i y ! u / (5 occurrences) , / i y M u / (4 occurrences) and / i ! ? u / (1 occurrence) . If one considers that the F Ј 2 values are around 16 Bark for / i / , 13 Bark for / y / , between 10 -12 Bark for the / ! ? M / group and around 6 Bark for / u / , it appears that within the 6 possible series 3 of them are well ''balanced'' in terms of F Ј 2 dispersion , namely / i ! u / , / i M u / , and / i y M u / . However , the 3 others , / i y u / , / i y ! u / , and / i ! ? u / , are quite ''unbalanced'' . The / i ! ? u / series is marginal in UPSID , but the two others are not , with the / i y u / series being rather frequent in UPSID (4 . 5% of the occurrences in the whole database , 13% of the systems with 7 or more vowels and over 25% of the structures with three high-two peripheral and one non-peripheral-vowels) . Hence , this structure provides a perfect test-case for the focalization component .
In the / i y u / structure , / y / is pushed towards a more central vowel like / ! / because of the proximity of / i / (due to the dispersion component in the E D F gradient) , but it can be stabilized at its acoustic position around F Ј 2 ϭ 13 Bark thanks to its focal F 2 -F 3 characteristics (due to the focalization components in the E D F gradient) . We found that a minimum value ␣ of 0 . 3 enables / y / to stabilize in this structure . This value is not very dependent on the non-high environment in the vowel system . Fig . 10 presents a simulation with a system containing only peripheral vowels around / y / , namely This kind of system is
useful because it does not contain non-high non-peripheral vowels which are unstable and hence which would modify the whole structure through their own displacements under the dispersion forces . Such a system is attested in a specific ''local'' database rich in vowel systems containing / y / : the Rho ˆ nSon database (Jomaa & Abry , 1992) . The Rho ˆ nSon database provides a representative sample of the variations of vowel systems in the Rho ˆ ne-Alpes region , including 42 systems analyzed both acoustically and phonetically , and registered in the same format and with the same grid as the UPSID database . The simulation in Fig . 10 shows a comparison of what happens to the vowel system for a too small ( ␣ ϭ 0 . 2 , Fig . 10a ) or large enough ( ␣ ϭ 0 . 3 , Fig . 10b ) ␣ value . A number of simulations (Jomaa & Abry , 1992 , Boe ¨ et al . , 1994) show that most viable systems in UPSID or Rho ˆ nSon can be stabilized for a value of ␣ greater than 0 . 3 , so that / y / does not evolve towards / ! / or / e / . Hence , if we add to the ''optimality'' constraint of Section 3 a ''stability'' constraint for which the / i y u / pattern for high vowels is stable , as seems to be the case both in UPSID and in Rho ˆ nSon , we obtain a refined ( , ␣ ) region , namely :
With regard to non-high non-peripheral vowels , previous studies have shown that such sounds cannot be stabilized inside the acoustic space because of the dispersion component : they are attracted towards the boundaries of the acoustic space , namely towards front unrounded , back rounded , or central high vowels (Boe ¨ et al . , 1994 ; Valle ´ e , 1994) . We have already discussed in detail the case of schwa , and have argued that its high frequency of occurrence required a specific principle , which we have attempted to illustrate through the ''transparency rule'' according to which schwa is a vowel which escapes from the dispersion rule . However , other interior vowels such as / O / exist in a significant proportion , and it is dif ficult to stabilize them in the framework of the DFT (see Jomaa & Abry , 1992 ; Valle ´ e , 1994) . Of course , one could attempt to stabilize them by adapting the theory in the sense proposed by Crothers (1978) , namely to consider vowels not as point charges but as spherical charges in movement , which should result in impeding the movement of some interior vowels towards the periphery of the vowel space . However , this adaptation cannot explain why interior vowels-and particularly front rounded vowels-tend to be organized in series dif fering only in their opening degrees (Valle ´ e , 1994) . We come back to this dif ficulty in the next section .
Notice finally that the focalization component explains well why a focal / y / -like acoustic pattern can ''survive'' close to the optimal / i / pattern while the ''symmetrical'' situation at the back of the acoustic space is impossible ; specifically , a non-focal / V1 / pattern never exists close to / u / , which produces a hole between / u / and / M / . We Abry & Schwartz , 1987) suggested that while back rounded vowels have their first and second formants separated by less than the ''critical distance'' of 3 . 5 Bark introduced by , and back Seven vowels are placed in the (F 1 , F 2 , F 3 ) space , with numbers from 1 to 7 corresponding to the / i / , / y / , / u / , / e / , / D o D / , / E / , and / a / prototypes , respectively (see Table I ) . The gradient descent procedure makes vowels move to minimize E D F ; movement is indicated by thin lines towards their final position , represented by the numbers 1 -7 , respectively , in the (F 1 , F 2 ) and (F 2 , F 3 ) spaces . is set to 0 . 3 . Attraction planes (F 1 ϭ F 2 ) and (F 2 ϭ F 3 ) implementing the focalization component are shown by thin lines in the (F 1 , F 2 ) and (F 2 , F 3 ) spaces . Notice that when ␣ is too small , namely ␣ ϭ 0 . 2 in (a) , / y / moves towards / ! / , while it remains stable for a higher ␣ value , namely ␣ ϭ 0 . 3 in (b) , thanks to the attraction by the (F 2 ϭ F 3 ) plane .
unrounded vowels have their second and third formants separated by less than 3 . 5 Bark , the / V1 / region was on the contrary characterized by a separation of F 2 from both F 1 and F 3 by more than 3 . 5 Bark . This , in our reasoning , made this ''unfocal'' region unfavored for oral configurations (see , however , a completely dif ferent picture by Stevens , 1985) which leads us to suggest that the absence of any vowel around the position (F 1 ϭ 250 Hz , F 2 ϭ 1000 Hz) in oral vowel systems could be exploited by languages to set a dynamic nasopharyngeal target for nasal vowels at this position (see also Maeda , 1984 ; Feng & Castelli , 1996) . 4 . 3 . The case of symmetry : the limit of substance -based arguments A major regularity in UPSID is the symmetrical pattern of peripheral systems : it is confirmed in Fig . 9 , where for n ϭ 3 , 5 , or 7 the peripheral structure is by far the most frequent , while for n ϭ 4 or 6 the situation between peripheral structures and structures with one high non-peripheral vowel is much more balanced . However , there is no internal reason why this should be the case in the DFT . Indeed , we present in Fig . 11 the variations of E D F for systems with zero s . one (namely / ! / ) peripheral vowel as a function of the overall number of vowels , n , for ϭ 0 . 25 and ␣ ϭ 0 (the pattern in Fig . 11 would not change much for dif ferent values of and ␣ ) . The display in Fig . 11 shows that energy regularly increases in both cases . If one computes the dif ference of energy between configurations with zero and one non-peripheral vowel , it appears that this dif ference changes monotonically , which should lead to a one-way shift from peripheral systems to systems with / ! / for a given value of n (around 7) . This is in clear contradiction with UPSID data .
To make things appear more clearly , we added to our model (for the present reasoning) the assumption that the frequency of occurrence of a given system in UPSID is proportional to a value exp( 
(4) (7) normalized energy for each individual vowel , the exponential decay of probability with energy being a classical law in collective behavior of assemblies of individual objects . In Fig . 12 , we plot the logarithm of the ratio of occurrences of n -vowel systems with zero s . one non-peripheral vowel in UPSID , as a function of the dif ference of normalized energies in DFT simulations for the corresponding systems , for values of n from 4 to 7 . If our exponential law were true , the datapoints in this figure should fit to a straight line with a negative slope ( Ϫ k ) . In fact , Fig . 12 seems to indicate the existence of two groups of points , one for odd and the other for even values of n . The shift between these two groups could correspond to an additional term in the energy function , giving some benefit to (or decreasing the energy of) symmetrical systems . The absence of this additional term in Equation (1) explains why it is dif ficult to find in Figs . 6 , 7 , and 8 a common region for which In this case , as in the case of non-high front rounded vowels , the substance-based approach perhaps finds its limit , where an implicit structure would be regularized by an explicit structure in which the feature ( ␣ high) is combined with other vowel features such as ( Ú rounded) , ( Ú front) , ( Ú central) , or ( Ú back) in a systematic manner-unless some substance-based refinements will be proposed to explain the ''maximum utilization of the available distinctive features'' (Ohala , 1980)!
. Conclusion
We now have at our disposal a substance-based theory of vowel systems , based on the minimization of an energy function summing a structural dispersion term and a local focalization term , respectively controlled by two parameters , and ␣ . Furthermore , we have succeeded in defining a region for these two parameters for which theoretical predictions are in line with most of the main trends from UPSID concerning both optimal and a number of sub-optimal structures . The DFT obviously belongs to the ''filiation'' of Lindblom's DT , but the DFT provides a generalization of the DT , and our simulations clearly show that must be much lower than 1 in order to solve the problem of peripheral vowels and ␣ higher than 0 in order to solve the problem of front rounded vowels .
However , the success of our substance-based approach is limited . First , it must be emphasized that although the major principles of our simulations are largely independent of linguistic data-namely the dispersion and focalization concepts , the acoustic F 1 -F 2 -F 3 domain and the F Ј 2 parameter-the tuning of the parameters and ␣ is data-driven . With regard to the value , we have appealed to some psychoacoustic principles , but in general we must admit that knowledge of vowel representations in the auditory system is not suf ficient to allow a completely deductive approach for the prediction of vowel systems . Nevertheless , the success of our predictions could in turn be used as input to vowel perception models . Indeed , the importance in our model of such ''ingredients'' as focalization , F Ј 2 , the large-scale integration process , and the need for a weight 2 to 4 times greater for F 1 than for higher formants , although not proving the existence of these ingredients in auditory perception , do provide more input into the theoretical puzzle of speech perception .
More generally , can vowel systems tell us something about vowel representations ? The major point , which has been underestimated in our view , is that vowel systems seem to be mainly shaped by auditory rather than motoric distances . Does this mean that vowel inventories provide a counterargument against the Motor Theory (Liberman & Mattingly , 1985) or the Direct Realist Theory (Fowler , 1986) of speech perception , which assume that internal representations of speech stimuli are basically motoric or articulatory in nature? One must acknowledge that neither ''motor theorists'' nor ''direct realists'' produced any firm proposal about phonological in entories (though they obviously have much to propose about the relationship between phonetics and phonology : see e . g ., Browman & Goldstein , 1990 a , b ; Fowler , 1990) . Fowler (1986) is very clear about this when she admits : '' I ha e ery little to of fer concerning an e ent perspecti e on linguistic e ents ( . . . ) , and what I do ha e to say , I consider ery tentati e indeed '' .
If one does believe that internal representations of speech are articulatory or motoric , one could adopt a first position stating that vowel systems should contrast motoric configurations instead of auditory patterns . This position-which has never been defended-could lead to the wrong prediction that the / y M / structure is as probable as the / i u / contrast , since in both pairs the two vowels dif fer in both lip rounding and tongue backness . However , another view is that , even if representations are motoric in nature , the recovery of motoric characteristics from sensory inputs is an information processing task , reminiscent of other ''inversion'' problems in low-level perception (Poggio , 1984) . We have ourselves advocated this view (Schwartz , Arrouas , Beautemps & Escudier , 1992) , and suggested that , in this case , the information necessary for the recovery of motoric representations was of course auditory-or visual (Robert-Ribes , Schwartz & Escudier , 1995 a , b ) -in nature , and that auditory patterns and auditory distances in fact constrain the very precision of the inversion process (Schwartz & Escudier , 1991) . Therefore , in this view , vowel systems should still optimize auditory distances in order to provide as much information as possible about articulatory gestures . This reconciles a view in which motoric representations are at the center of the theory , with a vowel system prediction theory in which auditory or visual distances are primary . In summary , whatever position one adopts about vowel representations , be they purely auditory , somehow reorganized relative to motoric constraints , or purely motoric , the input of the perceptual / decoding process is sensory , and a theory of vowel systems based on auditory patterns can be elaborated .
Substance-based linguistics is an old dream for phoneticians , expressed in vigorous terms for more than 20 years by Bjorn Lindblom , and once more , recently , with his program : ''derive language from non-language'' (Lindblom , MacNeilage & StuddertKennedy , forthcoming) . Vowel system prediction undoubtedly provides the most obvious success in this program . The present work presents some limits of the substance-based approach : the data-driven estimation of parameters , and the possible need for regularization for understanding internal series and peripheral symmetry . Nevertheless , this work shows that it is now possible to use a theory based on local and global perceptual (i . e ., ''non-linguistic'') arguments , a computational framework , and a quantitative methodology , and to come back to an old question about perception and memory (Miller , 1956) : ''Why is the magic number of vowel colours equal to 7 Ú 2?'' , 5 being the optimum in UPSID , but 7 being more frequent in some regions (see Maddieson , 1991) , and 9 being the limit above which languages use other dimensions-such as quantity or nasality-than pure vowel colors .
